DEFEATED but not disgraced was the story of the Field Day teams of the class of 1923. With a coalition unique in the history of Technology, both experience and number favoring the second rear men, the freshmen upset the prediction. Although communications may be published unsigned, the writer must in every case be submitted to the editor.

If a man has power to run 'Teeli Night,' let it be known that the first man in line isn’t boring about the whole affair. As a matter of fact, since the freshman victory, the only smoker he’s had was in the wagon, upon attempting to light a pipe. Such good hand-tied heels which will not unplug.
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The events of last Friday night will definitely show that the student body of the institute is able to farm its own and its members. The attitude toward the occasion of these events, the light touch of the last Tech Night, its success over that of the past, are enough to make the dreams of old Tech history.

The atmosphere in the social hour of last night’s event was thoroughly unacademic. A forenoon and an evening of music, a former and an evening of fun, a former and an evening of eccentricity.
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SCHOLARSHIP CHILD

The engagement is announced of Miss Mary Franklin Child, daughter of Mary Franklin Child, treasurer of the M.I.T. A.A. and a member of the canons of the American History Association, and Dr. William J. Hazen, instructor in the Medical Department of the University of Michigan, where he has been a distinguished scholar and occupies a place of honor among the most prominent men of the state and a member of the American Medical Association.
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CO-ED DANCE

Invitation Affair will Open Clef- fan's Social Season

The co-eds, not to be outshone by the men, will also be engaged in the events of the season of the year. The American College of Pub- lic Health, the American Medical Association, and the American Academy of Political Science will be represented at the co-ed affair.
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